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Introducing us 
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Indigenous law relating to 
information and knowledge
● Wahkohtowin 

● Grounding principles and Indigenous law

● Applying Indigenous law to information and knowledge 

○ (e.g. OCAP)

● Methods to access Indigenous law on your Nation's journey

● Research Partnership Agreements



Wahkohtowin Lodge Purpose
Upholding Indigenous laws and governance

• Support Indigenous communities' goals to identify, articulate, and 
implement their own laws.

• Develop, gather, amplify, and transfer wise practices, promising 
methods and research tools.

• Produce useful and accessible practical legal resources and public 
legal education.

The Wahkohtowin Lodge responds to the expressed needs of Indigenous 
communities and organizations and specifically answers the TRC Call to 
Action #50, which calls for the creation of Indigenous Law Institutes for the 
“development, use and understanding of Indigenous laws.”
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Wahkohtowin 
and 
Mîyo Wichetowin
as legal principles 
governing relationships, 
and good relationships, are 
the guiding principles with 
the work we support or do 
with Indigenous 
communities.
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Grounding Principles
• Indigenous laws need to be treated seriously, as laws.
• Indigenous legal research must be conducted with the 

highest standards of rigor and transparency.
• Indigenous laws are one aspect of Indigenous 

governance, and part of comprehensive whole societies.
• Revitalizing Indigenous laws and legal processes are 

essential for re-building healthy communities and for 
reconciliation in Canada.
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What are Indigenous Laws?
Indigenous Laws:
• NOT Aboriginal law (state laws applied to Indigenous peoples)
• NOT Restorative Justice, Indigenous Courts, or Healing Programs

Indigenous Laws:
• May be ancient, deeply rooted, sourced in the sacred or the earth
• May be recent, drafted as treaty, agreements, bylaws, or legislation
• May have elements of both Indigenous legal traditions and other 

sources of law
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Indigenous Law & 
Aboriginal Law

Aboriginal Law:
• Constitutional, Statute & Judge made law
• Aboriginal peoples and the Crown

Indigenous Law:
• Rooted in Indigenous societies
• Indigenous legal orders
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Indigenous Laws

Roots to Renaissance*: Four Eras of Indigenous Laws
1. Roots (1000+ Years):

• A Logical Starting Point – Where there are groups of 
people, there is law. 

2. Repression and Resilience (100-400 years):
3. Recovery and Revitalization (10-40 years):
4. Resurgence and Renaissance (1-10 years):

• Engaging with Indigenous Laws as LAWS 

*Napoleon and Friedland, Oxford Handbook of Criminal Law (2014) 9



What are Indigenous Laws?

Indigenous Laws: 
• Deliberation and Debate, not Declarations
• Principles and Processes, not Positions
 

Indigenous Laws: 
• May be being used in an implicit or informal way
• May be damaged, unevenly understood, mistrusted
• May be shared in ways that are not familiar to legal 
professionals

• Are rarely recognized, resourced and enforced 
adequately
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Indigenous Laws
“The hard work of law is never done” – Jutta Brunée & Stephen Toope
Indigenous laws are living, adapting, changing, developing, like ALL laws.

Indigenous legal traditions are “uplifting, positive and liberating forces when 
they are connected to living systems of thought and practice” – John Borrows11
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...The Constitution
● "Traditional laws" recognized and affirmed

○ The Constitution Act, 1982, being Schedule B to the Canada Act 1982 (UK), 
1982, C11 

○ R v Vanderpeet (Van der Peet), [1996] 2 SCR 507
○ Delgamuukw v. British Columbia [1997] 3 SCR 1010

...The Courts
● Affirming and applying Indigenous law

○ “Indigenous legal traditions are among Canada’s legal traditions. They form 
part of the law of the land..." writes Justice Grammond, Pastion v Dene Tha’ 
First Nation 2018 FC 648

...The Legislature
● Many examples of engaging with Indigenous laws, e.g. Bill C-92

Indigenous Laws & ....



Indigenous Laws & Canada
Summary: Indigenous Laws & Canada Today

● Indigenous Nations exercising jurisdiction, visiblizing, 
formalizing and developing laws as Nations

AND

● Engaging Indigenous laws as law is also part of Canadian 
law
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Applying Indigenous Laws 
OCAP says:
• “First Nations have control over data collection processes, and that 

they own and control how this information can be used." 
• "Given the diversity within and across Nations, the principles will be 

expressed and asserted in line with a Nation’s respective world view, 
traditional knowledge, and protocols."
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Indigenous Laws and the OCAP
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(A few) questions that specific Indigenous law can help 
answer.... 

○ who defines control? data? collection processes?
○ who is involved in decision making? 
○ who makes final decisions?
○ how are they held accountable?
○ what processes are used to address disagreement?
○ how are changes made?



Common Challenges: 
Indigenous Law Revitalization 
and Development Work 

• Challenges of accessibility, intelligibility, applicability and 
legitimacy (Borrows).   

• Prolonged state repression leads to unevenness and issues 
of intelligibility and accessibility. 

• Unenforceability and lack of funding to formally develop, 
administer and implement laws leads to issues of legitimacy 
and effectivity.

• Educational gaps within communities and between 
communities.
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Common Challenges: 
Indigenous Law Revitalization 
and Development Work 
• Relentless pressures from external sources, intergenerational 

trauma, social suffering and perpetual crisis- “wicked 
problems” 

• External pressures to develop laws quickly and in a format 
acceptable and understandable to outside governments, to 
alleviate ‘wicked problems’

• Internal disconnect between new formal laws drafted under 
pressure and familiar/informal legal principles, understanding 
or practices can lead to conflict or challenge of legitimacy.
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WLGL Approaches to the “How”
● Indigenous and legal communities, broad public reach:

○ Resources on website, social media
○ Presentations to First Nations communities and various groups
○ Education with Canadian government, courts and others
○ Curating and amplifying wise practices, methods, other useful 

Indigenous law resources, etc. to make connections, provide options
○ One-on-one coaching and advising to support communities doing the 

work
● Major Community-led research projects: specific to work by a particular 

Nation, time and labour intensive. 
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• Community Embedded Method - Identifying implicit legal principles embodied in 
local practices, activities and experiences (Napoleon et al, Sandy)

• Land-based Learning (Borrows, Morales, Littlechild, Sandy)
• Ceremonial Practice (Borrows, Bird, Lindberg, Boiselle, Kennedy)
• Linguistic Method (Fletcher, Young)
• Story-based Methods (Bird, Borrows, Napoleon)
• ILRU (Story Analysis) Method (Napoleon & Friedland)
• Relational Governance Method (Wildcat)
• Interviews and focus groups in community and w/elders (all)
• Visiting (Campbell, Flamingo, AWN)

A few of many Methods in use...
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What Methods:
• Best align with your current capacities? 
• Are more or less appropriate based on your role?
• Are practicable in the short term or take long term or life long work?
• Will achieve what your community or client needs and wants most effectively? 

How does each Method address:
• Your objectives given the reality of the resources available to you? 
• Challenges of intelligibility, accessibility, equality, applicability and legitimacy?
• Issues of relevance, utility? 
• Issue of negative and positive stereotypes? 

Methods to Engage Indigenous Law



Identifying “local law” (Napoleon et al):
“Indigenous laws and legal orders may continue to function and flourish 
just beneath the visible surface…at an implicit and informal level.”

• Unpacking “a way of life” or “the way things are. ” 

• “Moving from focus on the practice itself to the philosophical basis of the 
practice allows us to see more clearly the norms that are at work, the 
ways that those norms are contested, and the dispute management 
mechanisms, or local laws, that mediate this contestation.

• Local law “locates law in the on-the-ground, day-to-day self-governance 
performed by Aboriginal people according to Aboriginal laws.”

Community Embedded Method: 
Making the Implicit, Explicit
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Community-led Research Projects
Pre-Research Process Preparation: 
1. Research Partnership Agreements and Ethics Process 

• Negotiated and drafted based on Communities’ goals and needs
• University research ethics process, community ethics process
• * Dual hiring: 

Law student researchers & Community researchers (key) 
2. Indigenous Research Methods for Revitalizing Indigenous Laws 

and Governance Training Course
• Law student researchers & Community researchers take 

together, some leadership, other interested community members
• Concepts of Indigenous laws, methods for engagement, practice 

methods, discuss together
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2021/2022 Community-led 
Research Projects
Research Process (Community Researcher + Law Student RA): 
1. Community Inventory of Strengths and Resources
2. Identifying and selecting primary methods
3. Co-creating the Research Plan:

• Matching Goals, Strengths with Methods
4. Implementation of Research Plan:

• Of course this is a process in itself! Most time intensive.
5. Analysis and Final Report 
6. Identifying Next Steps (i.e. legislative drafting, next phase of 

larger project, targeted community engagement etc.)
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Ethics Process
• Not strictly necessary if no publications anticipated (strictly legal 

research service) but benefit of university partnership.
• Communities see benefit: potential for public education, 

co-publications, amplify + individuals within community feeling 
safer participating, individual protection/choice vis-a-vis Nation.

• Indigenous Research Ethics attracts additional requirements and 
scrutiny in universities (overall this is a good thing).

• WLGL standard Research Partnership Agreements, process, 
consent, scripts, exceed standards in place, held up as exemplar.

• BUT takes time, uncertainty (e.g. for identical applications, very 
different approval process and timing)
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Examples of community-led 
Indigenous Law research
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Examples of community-led 
Indigenous Law research
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Research Partnership Agreements
Purpose 
A. _____ Nation is a First Nations Band located near what is currently known as _____, in Treaty _____    

territory.

B. _____ Nation protects and manages the lands, waters and resources within _____ First Nation Territory;

C. _____ First Nation requires a protocol for every research project conducted within _____ First Nation 
Territory or with _____ First Nation members;

D. _____ Nation has approached the WLGL and requested the WLGL carry out research according to the 
terms of the project description set out in Schedule “A.”

E.  Dr. Hadley Friedland, WLGL Academic Director, and Koren Lightning-Earle WLGL Legal Director and 
supervised WLGL researchers [the WLGL research team] will, in collaboration with _____ First Nation, carry out 
the research project in Schedule A. 

F. This is a _____ First Nation initiated and driven research project, based on _____ First Nation’s goals. The 
parties wish to enter into this Protocol in order to ensure the research project recognizes, respects, and 
protects _____ First Nation’s Intellectual Property and Confidential Information while still achieving _____ 
Nation’s and the WLGL’s goals for this research project. 27



Research Partnership Agreements
   Definitions

(a)   “Intellectual Property” means an expression of knowledge held or 
created by a _____ Nation member or an WLGL research team member 
participating in research activities performed pursuant to this Protocol; and

(b)  “Confidential Information” means all information that is not currently 
publicly available, regardless of its form, disclosed by _____ First Nation 
members and/or staff to the WLGL Research Team. 

(c)   “Final Report” means the finalized report containing the WLGL team’s 
analysis and summary of _____ First Nation legal principles. It is a _____ First 
Nation co-written and/or approved publicly accessible document. 
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Consent
The WLGL Research Team will not work with or invite third parties to engage in 
activities in _____ Nation Territory unless _____ Nation has approved those third 
parties in writing. Any third party will confirm in writing that they have seen and 
will adhere to all the terms of this Protocol. 

   The WLGL Research Team must obtain a signed Consent Form from each _____ 
Nation member participating in the Research Project, in the form approved in 
the WLGL ethics certificate from the University of Alberta research ethics 
board. 

Nation is aware that any modifications to this consent form must be submitted
and approved by the University of Alberta Ethics board. _____ 
Nation may have their own Consent Form, which they may wish to combine or 
use in addition to the WLGL’s Consent Form.
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Information Storage & Sharing
The WLGL will keep all recordings and transcripts of interviews confidential in accordance with 
University of Alberta Ethics guidelines. All parties understand this includes an ethical obligation to 
keep individual respondents’ interview recordings and transcripts confidential from anyone other 
than the WLGL, including employees, contractors and leadership of _____ Nation, unless the 
respondent has also signed the _____ Nation consent form, consenting to _____ Nation having access 
to the information.

Nation will provide the WLGL Research team access to or copies of the information and resources 
_____ First Nation deems appropriate and important for the WLGL research team to analyze in order 
to meet _____ Nation’s research goals. In deciding what material to share, _____ Nation will be 
responsible for balancing their research goals for this project with their need to protect their other 
interests. The WLGL Research Team will not share any of this information with third parties without 
the written consent of _____ Nation. The WLGL Research team will provide Nation with copies of any 
and all research results from their analysis of these resources and information.
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Information Storage & Sharing cont'd 
Nation may use the project outcomes from this research project to inform and 
support programming, education, resource management and governance within 
the territory. This may include disclosing research related information to third 
parties without notifying the WLGL Research team prior to the disclosure.

The WLGL research team will not, without prior written consent of _____ Nation, 
disclose any Confidential Information to any person or entity.

 If the WLGL research team is required by judicial or administrative process to 
disclose any Confidential Information, they will promptly notify _____ Nation and 
allow reasonable time for _____ Nation to oppose the process before disclosing 
the Confidential Information.
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Intellectual Property & Co-Authorship
All information or knowledge owned by _____ Nation that is 
disclosed under this Protocol remains the intellectual property of 
_____ Nation. This research project and Protocol does not transfer 
any intellectual property in information, work products or 
knowledge currently held or yet to be developed by _____ Nation, 
_____ Nation programs and departments, or _____ Nation 
individuals to the WLGL research team. The WLGL research team 
will properly attribute all sources of information and knowledge 
in their analysis, reports and any future publications or 
presentations. 32

Research Partnership Agreements



Research Partnership Agreements
Intellectual Property & Co-Authorship
All parties understand that all materials, published or otherwise, written 
by the WLGL Research Team will reflect their work product, 
interpretations, analysis, and opinions. All materials created solely by the 
WLGL research team under this Protocol will remain the property of the 
WLGL Research team. Materials co-authored by individuals from _____ 
Nation and the WLGL research team will be co-owned by _____ Nation, the 
WLGL and the individual authors. In consideration of _____ Nation’s depth 
of knowledge and contribution to the development of all these materials, 
the WLGL research team grants _____ Nation the right to use, reproduce, 
modify and distribute these materials for any public purpose. 33



Research Partnership Agreements
Intellectual Property & Co-Authorship
 The Parties agree that co-authorship is mutually beneficial and will 

strive to achieve co-authorship on project outcomes and future 
publications where practicable. The specific authors and their order 
on all works will be mutually agreed upon by the Parties and will be 
based on potential authors’ oral, written, knowledge and research 
contributions towards a particular report or publication.
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Research Partnership Agreements
Public Availability & Publications based on Project Outcomes
Prior to finalization, _____ First Nation will further review the Final Report for any concerns or 
objections to a proposed disclosure on grounds including, but not limited to, including such 
information may: (a) harm the interests of the Nation; (b) contain too sensitive or Confidential 
Information to be publicly available; (c) disclose the Intellectual Property of the Nation or a 
_____ Nation member which needs protection; or (d) not accurately reflect the cultural context 
in which the information was shared for the research project.

Representations
At no time will the WLGL act as an agent of _____ Nation or _____ Nation for the WLGL. The WLGL 
will not use _____ Nation on any proposals or agreements without their consent. _____ Nation will 
not use WLGL involvement with the research project for any proposals or agreements without their 
consent.
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Research Partnership Agreements
Future Use
● The WLGL research team may further analyze and synthesize the Final Report to use in 

publications and presentations for academic and professional purposes as set out in “Project 
Outcomes” in Schedule B. The WLGL Research Team will advise _____ Nation of co-authorship 
opportunities and strive to achieve co-authorship with _____ Nation whenever practicable. The 
raw data and materials of the project will not be used for any future publications without 
specific written consent from _____ Nation and a new research agreement. 

● If there are WLGL research team future publications or presentations based on the Final 
Report that are not co-authored or co-developed with _____ Nation, the WLGL research team 
will provide an opportunity for _____ Nation to review and comment on the use of the Final 
Report, including their interpretation and context, prior to their publication or public availability
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Research Partnership Agreements

This Agreement shall be construed, and the rights of the 

Parties shall be governed and enforced, in accordance with 

the laws of ____ Province (without regard to any conflict of 

laws principles) and in accordance with any laws of Canada 

and the _____ Nation applicable therein.
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Community Training & Gatherings
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Virtual Spaces
● Website
● Facebook
● Twitter
● Tiktok

Kokum's Kitchen

https://www.tiktok.com/@wahkohtowinlodge/video/7141059610051415297?is_copy_url=1&is_from_webapp=v1


Community building
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Legal Education, Anti-racism & 
             Cultural Competency Training
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Range of Indigenous Law & Legal Issues 
     Course Offerings
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Wahkohtowin
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Thank you
Please contact for further information:

Koren Lightning-Earle – klightni@ualberta.ca
Hero Laird - hslaird@ualberta.ca 

Twitter: @wahkohtowin
Facebook: wahkohtowin
Instagram: wahkohtowinlaw

Check out our wahkohtowin website for more resources.
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